State Higher Ed Funding Tops $100B in Fiscal 2022 - State funding levels increased by 6.5% and is due to ongoing federal support, recovering state revenues & reversals of state funding cuts from earlier in pandemic.

Monthly Stipends for Students in Need? - A California lawmaker wants to pay thousands of low-income students $500 monthly stipends to help them get by. The idea is modeled after universal basic income programs.

A Clear Divide for the Supreme Court - In taking the affirmative action cases involving Harvard and UNC Chapel Hill, the Supreme Court will decide whether colleges can consider race in admissions.

Isolating with COVID...and a Roommate - Facing a squeeze on isolation housing, some colleges modify policies to allow COVID-positive students to isolate in dorms - even if they have roommates - or to go home.

Study Abroad Programs Resume After Pandemic Hiatus – Some students are turning to alternative programs; others are going abroad their senior year.


Cyberattacks Keep Targeting Colleges. How Can They Protect Themselves?

Higher Education News
2022 Higher Ed Outlook - S&P and Moody’s

Rethinking the Higher Education Workplace in an Era of Transformation - There are 3 actions leaders should prioritize: valuing people, investing in training, & welcoming cultural innovation.


Who’s Missing in Leadership at Elite Colleges? Women of Color, a New Report Finds

7 Higher Education Trends to Watch in 2022 - Politics bleeding into college operations, new regulatory action, continued expansion of online ed and more stories to follow.

Announcements & Reminders:
- President Hanlon ’77 Announces Plans to Step Down in 2023
- Dave Kotz ’86 Named Dartmouth Provost
- 2/10 Coffee Break: CodeNames - from 11:00-12:00 Zoom
- 2/16 C3I Gender Bias Training: Part II - from 10:30-11:30 Register
- 2/23 Racial Equity Discussion: Inclusion Revolution - from 11:00-11:30 Zoom

Monthly Stipends for Students in Need? - A California lawmaker wants to pay thousands of low-income students $500 monthly stipends to help them get by. The idea is modeled after universal basic income programs.
A College in Upstate New York Is Shortening the Work Week to 32 Hours, but Pay and Benefits Are Staying the Same

Variants Fuel Decline in Student Mental Health - Survey finds nearly 9 in 10 students believe there is a mental health crisis on college campuses while 70% say they are experiencing pandemic-related distress or anxiety.

Fall’s Final Enrollment Count Is In. Colleges Lost More Than 475,000 Students.

University Finances Face a Long Road to Recovery - The path to pre-pandemic norms is uncertain.

6 Higher Education Lawsuits to Watch in 2022

Class Action Suit Filed Against Top Private Colleges - 5 students say leading colleges are acting as an illegal “cartel” in violation of antitrust law.

A New Theory of Rising College Costs - Tuition would be lower if our society were stronger.

Princeton Graduate Stipends to Jump 25% Next Academic Year

After 2-Month Strike, Columbia U. and Student Workers Reach Tentative Agreement

Progress Toward a More Sustainable University - 2 years into the Climate & Sustainability Action Plan 3.0, Penn is tracking significant steps toward its goals.

Dartmouth News

Trustees Approve Funds to Complete Designs for the Hop - Project entails renovation & expansion of the performing arts center.

Students and Neighbors Weigh In On Lyme Road Plans - Planners met with students & the public about the housing proposal.

Dartmouth, D-HH Launch Major Cancer Research Institute

The Tuck Difference Campaign Surpasses $250 Million Goal

Dartmouth Adopts Need-Blind International Admissions – Historic $40M gift caps $90M campaign to expand global access.

Making Dartmouth Affordable to the Most Talented Students - Dartmouth has made significant progress in expanding UG financial aid.